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Infidelitys Fool, by author Mannie L.
Magid, explores the peaks and valleys of a
34-year old marriage. Written from the
perspective of a physician, this richly
textured narrative treats the reader to a
poignant and personal account of love,
loss, and forgiveness. Len and Gertrude
meet in 1971 and marry soon after. In their
home town of Jacobsburg, Len goes to
medical school and Gertrude enters
college. Their lives fast track to success
when Len becomes the Chief of Medical
Staff in a prestigious hospital.
Lens
achievements shape his inflated ego, and
he has an affair. Meanwhile, Gertrude is
coming to grips with learning that she has
breast cancer. After treatment, the two
manage to save their marriage, but Lens
infidelity comes back to haunt him when
34 years later he suspects that Gertrude is
having an affair. Tragedy strikes again and
Len and Gertrude learn just how important
their marriage is and what they must face
in order to rediscover what brought them
together so many years ago. Magids
beautifully written story strikes at the core
of human anguish, the grief of losing a
loved one, and the regrets that plague the
human spirit. Mannie L. Magid is a
physician and writer. He grew up and
graduated from medical school in
Johannesburg, South Africa. He and his
late wife, Jeannette, moved to Houston,
Texas in 1979 where he now resides. He is
currently finishing up a historical fiction
about Judaism in ancient Egypt. Infidelitys
Fool
is
his
first
novel.
http://www.strategicbookpublishing.com/In
fidelitysFool.html
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He Cheats, She Lies: How to Cope With Financial Infidelity -- The Jul 17, 2014 It seems that Kendra Wilkinson is
struggling to come to terms with her husbands infidelity and who can blame her? Infidelitys Fool - Mannie Magid Google Books Famous quotations on lying, love, relationships and infidelity. Quotes about Lying, Love and Infidelity
One is easily fooled by that which one loves. Infidelitys Fool - Google Books - Infidelitys Fool By Mannie Magid.
Meet the Author Mannie Magid is a physician and writer. He grew up and graduated from medical school in
Johannesburg, infidelity Kissing A Fool Mannie Magid is the author of Infidelitys Fool (0.0 avg rating, 0 ratings, 0
reviews, published 2009) Infidelitys Fool - Google Books - Chapter Nine Situations Which Resemble Infidelity All too
often people in relationships are on guard when it comes to the actions of their partners. They trust a fools infidelity Chapter 1 - Weeb_Sensei - Yuri!!! on Ice (Anime Jan 16, 2017 One who holds his first love deeply in his heart and
cannot forget her although she is long gone. The other who watches from the sidelines : Fool Me Once: Should I Take
Back My Cheating Infidelitys Fool, by author Mannie Magid, explores the peaks and valleys of a 34-year old
marriage. Written from the perspective of a physician, this richly Infidelitys Fool - Mannie Magid - Google Books Apr
7, 2011 But when a woman fools around, its often the death knell to a couples Women are extremely susceptible to
emotional infidelity, which starts Fool Me Once: Should I Take Back My Cheating Husband?: Infidelity Apr 16,
2007 Were bombarded with images of infidelity in popular culture and the . 4 percent of women say theyve never had
the chance to fool around. My Spouse Committed the Ultimate Betrayal. Am I a Fool to Take Infidelitys Fool, by
author Mannie Magid, explores the peaks and valleys of a 34-year old marriage. Written from the perspective of a
physician, this richly You are a fool if you leave your marriage because of Infidelity Chapter Six Methods To Detect
Contrary to popular belief, cheaters are criminals and infidelity is not a victimless crime, as many philanderers like to
believe. Infidelity Dr. Lauras Blog Feb 27, 2017 It isnt right for any lady to walk out of her marriage for any reason
except domestic violence is involved. I am not talking about occational slaps The Correct Way To Fool Around Part
Two - Google Books Result Mannie Magid. INFIDELITYS FOOL by Mannie L. Magid Copyright 2009 All rights
reserved by Mannie L. Infidelitys Fool - Mannie Magid - Google Books Apr 8, 2015 I bet you are also thinking that
you look like a fool because the signs of your spouses infidelity were there, but you chose to dismiss them. Kendra
Wilkinson Feels Like Such a Fool Over Husbands Infidelity : Fool Me Once: Should I Take Back My Cheating
Husband? (Surviving Infidelity, Advice From A Marriage Therapist) (Volume 2) (9780990772859): Infidelitys Fool:
Mannie Magid: 9781606937792: : Books Infidelitys Fool, by author Mannie Magid, explores the peaks and valleys of
a 34-year old marriage. Written from the perspective of a physician, this richly Cheating hearts: Whos doing it and
why - Health - Sexual health Apr 16, 2010 He Cheats, She Lies: How to Cope With Financial Infidelity non-financial
fallout: In each case, a trust had been breached, a financial infidelity committed. expert and author of The Motley Fools
Guide to Couples and Cash. Infidelitys Fool - Mannie L. Magid - Google Books Jun 24, 2010 Infidelitys Fool, by
author Mannie Magid, explores the peaks and valleys of a 34-year old marriage. Written from the perspective of a
physician, The Correct Way to Fool Around Part 3 - Google Books Result Infidelitys Fool, by author Mannie Magid,
explores the peaks and valleys of a 34-year old marriage. Written from the perspective of a physician, this richly Female
infidelity: Its different from the guys The Chart - Infidelitys Fool [Mannie Magid] on . *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Infidelitys Fool, by author Mannie Magid, explores the peaks and valleys Unsuccessfully Coping
With The Natural Beauty Of Infidelity - AZLyrics Infidelitys Fool, by author Mannie Magid, explores the peaks and
valleys of a 34-year old marriage. Written from the perspective of a physician, this richly Quotes about lying love and
infidelity - Truth About Deception Editorial Reviews. Review. Caroline Madden does in this brief work what many
others fail to do Fool Me Once: Should I Take Back My Cheating Husband?: Infidelitys Fool - Mannie Magid Google Books - I am working everyday to survive the pain of infidelity and become a better person in spite of it and
blogging has helped me get stronger. (Despite relapses like Infidelitys Fool - Google Books Result Lyrics to
Unsuccessfully Coping With The Natural Beauty Of Infidelity song by Type O Negative: Trust and youll be trusted Says
the liar to the fool Lust and so Dont Get Fooled Again: A Guide For Dating After Getting Cheated Infidelitys Fool,
by author Mannie L. Magid, explores the peaks and valleys of a 34-year old marriage. Written from the perspective of a
physician, this richly Infidelity- the Curse that Keeps on Giving Kissing A Fool Dec 14, 2012 So, you caught your
ex cheating and then the wheels came off of your relationship for good. It sucked, but you survived. Rather than jumping
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